Cannabis Solutions for Multi-State Operators

Your One Ideal Partner for all of your compliance-driven security, fire and life safety needs.
Responding to changing, complex industry compliance regulations and requirements

In the highly regulated cannabis industry, it is critical to find a security partner that understands the local and state requirements needed to protect your facilities—in every step of the process, from production to distribution.

Benefits for multi-state operators

As a multi-state operator, you can rely on ADT Commercial to not only have a qualified understanding of these regulations, but take that critical knowledge to design a comprehensive, integrated security approach for your facilities and help streamline your operations with solutions that drive efficiency:

- You’ll be supported by a National Account program specifically designed for multi-site locations spread across diverse geographies to aptly respond to each state or local government’s requirements and ensure compliance for all your facilities
- Our dedicated cannabis team stays up-to-date on the compliance standards that drive your business—so you never have to worry
- Our National Account program makes it easy for you to do business with us by offering a single point of contact and dedicated teams that work to ensure your facilities are protected and operational 24/7
- Our scalable, product-agnostic approach means your security, fire and life safety program can advance to meet your needs, at your pace
Helping you protect your employees, customers and facilities—while keeping your valuable product inventory secure

You face security threats in the cannabis industry that are wide-ranging and constantly evolving. These can include explosions and dangerous gas leaks during production, fire and life safety issues, inventory loss or damage, employee and customer theft, burglary, armed intruders, workplace violence incidents, trespassing, vandalism and more.

We’ll design a program that keeps life safety at the forefront, while focusing on loss prevention:

**Fire and life safety**
Integrated fire, fire suppression, and heat detection systems uphold OSHA compliance and employee safety standards, and help minimize site damage or inventory loss should a fire occur.

**Intrusion detection**
Intrusion detection systems help curb incidents of theft or site tampering by detecting vibration, motion, glass breakage and more.

**Access control**
Access control solutions track employee movement through facilities or limit entry of restricted areas to only authorized personnel.

**Gas detection**
Continuous gas detection and monitoring helps identify and respond to combustible gas or chemical releases.

**Cash handling**
Cash handling solutions like ATMs and ITMs help provide smooth retail operations and customer satisfaction while you protect your profit with UL vaults and safes.

**Real-time activity reporting**
eSuite℠ account management allows you to view critical information and business activity with trending graphs and customizable dashboards. Easily review location data essential to helping protect your business.

**Designed for the way you work**
Our enhanced mobile application adds flexibility by allowing your team to utilize the key features of eSuite on their mobile device.
Helping protect the unique facilities of the cannabis industry

No matter what type of facility you operate, we understand your threats and challenges and are ready to support you with premier security, fire and life safety solutions, 24/7 monitoring, and expert risk management and advisory services.

- Cultivation facilities, grow operations and nurseries
- Extraction facilities and manufacturing plants
- Testing labs
- Commercial kitchens
- Distribution centers
- Dispensaries
- Retail operations
- Consumption lounges
Your One Ideal Partner

ADT Commercial is now securing the cannabis industry with an extensive solutions portfolio, applied with a risk-based and compliance-driven approach that accounts for the states and jurisdictions in which you operate.

Security solutions
- Access control systems
- Intrusion alarm systems
- Video systems, remote monitoring and analytics
- Perimeter and physical security

Specialized solutions
- ATM/ITM solutions
- Safes and vaults—UL Listed
- POS analytics
- Emergency mustering
- Personnel and asset locating
- Managed key control/smart locks with auditing and reporting
- Security-only networks
- Cloud and IP-based systems
- Pandemic management solutions

Services
- Systems integration
- eSuite™ account management
- 24/7/365 UL Listed monitoring
- Installation, testing, inspections, and maintenance
- Design engineering
- Analytics and reporting
- Enterprise security risk consulting
- Remote managed services

Fire and life safety solutions
- Fire alarm systems (standard and wireless)
- Fire sprinkler and suppression systems*
- Advanced smoke, heat and gas detection systems
- Emergency Responder Communication Enhancement Systems (ERCES, BDA, DAS)
- Mass notification and emergency communications systems
- Ancillary services (emergency lights, extinguishers, fire and smoke dampers)

*In select markets
The National Strength You Want. The Local Knowledge You Need.

You can rely on us to be your One Ideal Partner for integrated solutions that help you reduce costs, mitigate risks, drive compliance, and protect your people, property, and assets.

MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE

► Innovate with expert advice
  Benefit from decades of enterprise-level industry experience, custom designs and specialized training

► Single point of contact
  Streamline your security, fire and life safety program with one call for all of your needs

► Customer service excellence
  Your systems are serviced by a team of dedicated, trained and qualified commercial technicians

► Always there for you
  Dedicated commercial operations centers provide 24/7/365 UL Listed monitoring and customer support

► Take control of your security
  Gain visibility and take action on your security with eSuite cloud-based account management

► Easy to upgrade to ADT Commercial
  We make it painless to switch providers with a dependable onboarding process

Let’s start a conversation

833-238-5742

adttcommercial.com
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